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Abstract

This research develops a method for discovering functional sites of amino acid sequences using an In-

ductive Logic Programming (ILP) method with sorted variable generalization. Functional sites provide clues
to building a knowledge base for prediction of protein functions from amino acid sequences. The proposed

method generates hypotheses of functional sites directly from aligned amino acid sequences using an ILP

method extended with sorted variable generalization. The proposed method is shown to be useful for discov-
ering functional sites by an example application to the case of bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins.

1 Introduction
This research develops a method for discovering functional sites of amino acid sequences using an Inductive

Logic Programming (ILP) method with sorted variable generalization. Functional sites provide clues to building

a knowledge base for prediction of protein functions from amino acid sequences. Our approach [3] [4] [5] is based

on the following assumption: If there exist any functional sites, then we are able to predict speci�c functions

of a protein from its amino acid sequence. In order to discover functional sites of amino acid sequences, we

use a machine learning technique with a framework of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [8]. The proposed

method generates hypotheses of functional sites directly from aligned amino acid sequences using an ILP method

extended with sorted variable generalization. Sorted variable generalization is a generalization operator of

induction to generalize a constant term by replacing it with a sort symbol to which the constant belongs [6]. A

sort is de�ned as a subset of constants. Therefore we require only to prepare sorts for the domain of interest.

The proposed method is shown to be useful for discovering functional sites by an example application to the

case of bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins. Using the propose method we are able to discover functional sites of

amino acid sequences seeming to related to these speci�c functions.

2 Discovering functional sites
The problem addressed is to discover functional sites of amino acid sequences of proteins with a common speci�c

function. A functional site is a subsequence of an amino acid sequence that only exists in sequences of a certain

function. The subsequence has length of one or more and may contain any groups of amino acids. The use of

information about secondary structure increases the validity of functional sites with short length. Therefore the

problem is reduced to discovering a combination of functional sites existing only in given amino acid sequences

with a speci�c protein function.

The problem is speci�ed as follows:



Given:

- a set of amino acid sequences with a speci�c protein function

- secondary structures (e.g., alpha helices) of each protein in the set

Find:

a combination of functional sites that exists in the given amino acid sequences

and does not exist in the other amino acid sequences

3 An ILP method with sorted variable generalization
The problem solving process involves two sub processes, alignment and generalization. The alignment process

inputs a set of the given amino acid sequences and outputs aligned sequences which may contain gap symbols

representing absence of amino acids. The generalization process inputs the aligned sequences and outputs a

generalized sequence pattern covering all the given sequences. The generalized sequence pattern represents func-

tional sites corresponding to the speci�c protein function. The proposed method uses Horn clauses to represent

all information about problem domain. In this representation, an amino acid sequence is represented by a list

of symbols each of which represents an amino acid or a group of amino acids [7].

In order to represent generalized sequences, the proposed method uses a subsequence relation subseq(Subsequence,

Sequence) which represents that Sequence contains Subsequence, where Subsequence may have any length more

than one. Any Subsequence representing a functional sites is considered to start and end with preserved amino

acids (or groups of amino acids). In this representation, a set of functional sites corresponding to a speci�c

function is represented with a conjunction of subsequence relations. Since there exist many sets of functional

sites corresponding to a certain function, the proposed method uses the branch-and-bound search algorithm to

�nd a plausible expression of a set of functional sites. This heuristic search utilizes an evaluation function to

�nd a better solution �rst. Using description length of expressions as the evaluation function.

4 An experiment
We have applied the method to discovering functional sites of bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins. These proteins are

divided into two functional groups, bacterial opsin and opsin. Bacterial opsin includes three speci�c functions,

proton pump, chloride pump, and sensory rhodopsin. The goal of this experiment is to discover functional

sites of amino acid sequences corresponding to the speci�c functions of bacteriorhodopsin. The data used in the

experiment are descriptions in SWISS-PROT database [1]. We use descriptions of TRANSMEM in the database

to recognize subsequences corresponding to the trans membrane domains as secondary structures. From these

descriptions we prepared a Prolog database as Horn clause representation, and we add clauses to the database to

represent the amino acid class hierarchy for sorted variable generalization. A discovered sequence corresponding

to proton pump is trans mem seq(ID, 3, Seq), subseq(['D', , , , , , , , , , ,'D'], Seq). This result coincides with

conjectured biological models [2], thus it shows the usefulness of the proposed method.

5 Conclusion
The proposed method generates hypotheses of functional sites directly from aligned amino acid sequences using

an ILP method extended with sorted variable generalization. The proposed method is shown to be useful for

discovering functional sites by an example application to the case of bacteriorhodopsin-like proteins. We have

a plan to integrate the proposed method into the developed multistrategy learning environment.
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